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Overview of the Benefits
The Sustainable Agriculture Standard Leo-4000 will provide a single practical unified 
metric for sustainable agriculture that will meet the needs of everyone in the agricultural 
product supply chain from farmers to processors, to retailers, to consumers. This standard 
will promote movement toward regenerative agricultural practices that improve the 
environment, society and the economy.

One Unified Standard• : It will clear the air by providing one standard that everyone 
can use and save everyone from having to track sustainability performance relative to 
many different sustainability ratings and metrics.

Open for Use by Everyone• : Everyone can use this standard because it is an open 
standard being developed through the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
process. This standard will balance the needs of all levels of the agricultural product 
supply chain from farmers to retailers because the development process includes 
farmers, manufacturers, processors, and retailers.

Broad Coverage: • The first edition of the standard will cover agricultural crops. This 
agricultural crops edition of the standard will be released for public comment in 2012. 
Future editions will address the rest of agriculture.

Engages the Marketplace:•  It will empower the marketplace to drive increased 
sustainability for agriculture. It creates opportunities for all users to do well by doing 
good by leveraging individual actions to advance sustainability of agriculture.

Benefits for Each Level of the Supply Chain
For Producers

Guide and metrics for increasing sustainability of production• 
Product sustainability achievement levels for continuous improvement• 
Differentiation of products for competitive and economic advantage• 
Guidance on marketing compliant products through proper channels• 
An open, broadly recognized sustainability standard that reduces the need and costs • 
of documenting compliance with multiple standards

For Manufacturers, Distributors, Processors and Handlers 
Simplified specification of sustainability requirements in procurement• 
Guide and metrics for maintaining chain of custody• 
Product sustainability achievement levels for continuous improvement• 
Differentiation of products for competitive advantage• 
Guidance on marketing compliant products• 

For Retailers, Grocers, Food Service Providers and Restaurants
Simplified specification of sustainability requirements in procurement• 
Guide and metrics for maintaining chain of custody• 
Product sustainability achievement levels for continuous improvement• 
Differentiation of products for competitive advantage• 
Guidance and content for marketing compliant products to consumers• 
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For Consumers 
Opportunity to purchase more sustainable agricultural products• 
Clear reliable metrics for sustainability of agriculture products• 
Simplicity of use of same sustainability standard used by many retailers• 
In store, and web-based information path on sustainability of agriculture products• 
Opportunity to advance sustainable agriculture with purchasing decisions• 

Standard Development Schedule
Leonardo Academy is leading the development of this Sustainable Agriculture Standard 
LEO-4000 under the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) standard development 
process. Leonardo Academy is an ANSI-accredited standard developer. The schedule goal is 
to have the standard ready for release for public comment by spring/summer of 2012. 

How You Can Participate
Apply to participate in process and contribute your expertise to the Standards Committee, 
comprised of voting members with 58 seats, or a Subcommittee, with interest categories 
including Environmental, Social, Economic, Structure and Process, Fundraising and 
Communications and Reference Library subcommittees. To apply, complete the LEO-4000 
Membership Application.

Please Donate to Support Development of this Standard
Leonardo Academy is a charitable 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. The development of 
this standard is completely supported by financial donations, grants and the donation of 
time by volunteers. Your donation supports the development of the standard, including 
coordination and support of the work by the Standards Committee and Subcommittees, 
communications, stakeholder and media outreach, education, and training.

Donate online at: http://www.leonardoacademy.org/donate/support-agriculture.html• 
Donate by Check: Payable to Leonardo Academy, 328 E. Lakeside St., Suite 201, • 
Madison, WI 53715

For More Information
Contact:  Jennifer Trucks, Manager of Standard Development 
 for the Sustainable Agriculture Standard
Email:  jennifer@leonardoacademy.org 
Phone:  608-280-0255
Website:  www.sustainableagstandard.org
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